The following 2-generator 5-relator presentation is given for the Picard group PSL(2, Z(i)) :
The Picard group, P = PSL(2, Z(i)), has a well-known presentation P = (u, x, y, v ; u2 = x3 -y3 = v2 = (xv)2 = (xy)2 = (uy)2 = (uv)2 = 1) ( [2] or [1] ). This presentation comes from looking at rotations on the edges of a fundamental polyhedron for P in H3. With the usual convention for matrices in PSL, a faithful representation is given with We show below that P is generated by 1 0 xu --i 1 and vuy in a presentation with five relators. The reduction to three generators is standard for presentations of this sort; the reduction to two generators is more unexpected.
The first reduction in generators is obtained with a = xu, b -uy so that x -au, y = ub. Thus P = (u, a, b, v; u2 = (au)3 -Now, using (uv)2 = (au)3 - Here b~xab -a~x, b~xwb = w~x, b2 = 1. The relation (a~xwbawba~xb)3 = 1 can be replaced by (a~xwbawa)3 = 1 or (w2ba)3 = 1. From this last relation, 1 = w2baw2baw2ba = w2a~xw~2aw2ba so that b = aw2a~xw~2aw2 . Thus P is generated by a = xu and w = vuy as claimed.
Simplifying a little, we obtain P = (a, w , b; b = aw2a~xw~2aw2, (a2waw-x)2 = (awaw-1)3 = (wb)2 = (ab)2 = b2 = I).
It is interesting to observe the central role played by the unimodular group sgp{a, waw~x}. We have not succeeded in finding a more economical presentation for P than this.
